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the Problem. and Its History 
Stfttcwmt of the Problem
The object of this research study m * to determine If any 
changes in college aptitude* a® measured by entrance test 
scores* hare occurred for those students who entered the Uni­
versity of Omaha during the years 19h6 through 1951*
History of the Problem.
At various intervals of time* college teachers and admin­
istrators who have to deal with the problem of evaluation of 
students* have expressed the desire to Vnow whether the quality 
of students who enter the colleges each year is changing* The 
class room teacher has often voiced the thought that am class 
is: better or poorer in ia tm  of scholastic ability than another*
A search of the education and psychological literature 
published between 1931 and 1953 revealed that little hm been 
published 'In regard to this problem# The result of inquiries 
made to educational and psychological research bursaut* 
throughout the United State® showed that studies m  college 
aptitude have been conducted but only a few have been made 
available for publication*
One writer Enrich (k) write® that "For sons reason or 
other colleges tend to maintain a constant level in psychologi­
cal test score® from one year to the next* as they do in the 
average age of freshman they attract* College®* like individuals* 
do not change radically from year to year# The group entering
iP'TKe Hst of "Btjroau® ^ dKSSS5^  
in the Appendix*
2m xt year will in met respects b© much 21k© those already in 
residence,
fo x (6) compared the s indent© entering a university after 
completing high school with those entering on an accelerated 
plan during war time. He reported no reliable difference.
Go©tie and Roy (?) in their1 study of students in Rochester 
Junior College tried to discover what changes in entrance rat­
ings had occurred from the years 1939 to 1918, The bases for 
their comparison wmm the scores made by entering freshman on 
the A# C* B* Psychological ^ jcaiaimtion and the Cooperative Eng­
lish Test, The results of their stud^ r showed "A decrammt in 
scholastic aptitude of the entrants to Rochester Junior College 
is apparent, The deemaant appeared in the 1msi five years, 
mmt of it in .the last three year*”* They attribute tills drop 
In aptitude to the followings
A, The addition of new courses thereby attracting mom 
student®,
B, 'The slow de«m in defense plants thus closing the labor 
market, inducing more people into the schools,
€* Federal subsidising of veterans,
D, The greater emphasis being placed on general educa­
tion#
Perhaps the greatest single factor in the change in scho­
lastic aptitude is tee federal subsidisation of veterans.
Brown (l) writes *to date (1950 Sept,) more than 60 per 
cent of all veterans eligible to enroll in institutions of 
higher education have done co% The President1© Commission on 
Higher Education (11) commented <m the increase In college en-
3rollraent* m  follows. 1 Almost m  spectacular has been the in­
crease in college attendance* In 1?00 fewer than 250,000 stu­
dents, only 1* percent of the population 18 through 21 year® of 
ago were enrolled in institutions of higher education. By 19i|0 
the enrollment had risen to 1,500,000 students equal to a little 
less than 16 percent of the 18-21 year olds* In 19b7, enroll­
ments jumped to the theretofore unprecedented peak of 2,35U,000 
although approximately 1,OCX),000 of the students were veterans 
older than the usual college age because World War IX had de­
ferred their education*
Of tliis veteran population Tead (12) says this of their 
scholastic achievements, »Take specifically, the work being 
done in the class m m * the facts ares that the veterans - on 
the average three years older than non-veteran student® of the 
®mm educational level - are getting better marks than the non?- 
veterans| the married veterans with children are getting better 
marks than those without children* ”
hCHAPTER IX
Procedure
The data for this study wore collected from the files of
the Bureau of Adult Testing* Guidance* and Personnel Services
at the University of Omaha# This Bureau hm irrail&ble entrance
teat record® of all the entering students at the University
since January* 19k&*
The 1**600 eases in th is  study represent the students who
entered the %iveraAiy of Omaha dialog tlm first sesmter for
*
the yeant Xpt|6* I9h l$  I9k%  19k9$ W O  and 19$1*.
Ho separation was aads of those classified as civilians or 
veterans* nor was any distinction made between entering fresh­
men and those students transferring from other schools*
Howrer* to show a little more clearly the type of popula­
tion dealt with in this study* the following table is given#
Table A
A Sreak&nm of First Semester Entering Students 
into Classes of Civilian and Veterans for the 
Tears 19h6 - I9gl
Ho# of Mo* of for total
Jptpm . c iv ilia n  ( Vo t « f i 2fetal entrance
191)6 1*1*2 753 1192 63
I9i*7 511 m 82!* 38
251*8 1*61 227 688 33
29l*9 588 131 725 18
1950 532 U9 581 8
2551 512 27 539 5
5Hie comparisons reported In this study are fro® the rm  
scores made on the following tests t
1* The Ohio State University Psychological Test* Form 
21, l$i6~l?50 (Form 2h ~ I9 $ l)*
2* Tha Minnesota Speed of leading Test for College
Student*, Fom A*
3* The Minnesota Heading Examination for College Stu­
dents Tom A, Test I (Vocabulary) and Test 11
(Comprehension) *
For each test the following information was obtained?
1* Cumulative distribution of raw scores*
2* The Median*
3* The Mean*
lu First quartile, median, third quartile*
5* Significance of difference between the aeons*
Formulas used in obtaining the above statistical measures
* Throughout the remaining portions of this study the Ohio 
State University Psychological Test is referred to as 
the 0«C*A*
6A Description of fast Material Used in this Research
The construction of the Minnesota Reading Examination had 
a very practical inception, for it 1© an outgrowth of the fresh­
man testing program at the University of Minnesota* For a number 
of years a general college ability test had been administered to 
entering students* To supplement this measuring instrument it 
was thought desirable to devise several tests of more specific 
md special abilities*
Reading comprehension warn considered of sufficient impor­
tance in relation to success in college to justify the construc­
tion of a special test of this ability* The Minnesota Reading 
Examination for College Student®, Fora® A and B, was arranged 
for this purpose*
The examination consists of two section®# The first is a 
vocabulary test derived in part fro® Haggerty* s Reading Exami­
nation, Sigma X, Forms A and B (9)# An effort was made to 
determine the difficulty of each item la order from the easiest 
to the most difficult# Hie degree of difficulty was determined 
on the basis of tie .percentage of correct responses made by 
university freshmen*
Fart' IX consists of ten paragraphs to be read* Following 
each paragraph Is a series of exercises based upon m interpreta­
tion of the paragraph# These paragraphs have also been arranged 
in order of difficulty a® determined by the percentage of correct 
responses to the exercises*
the reliability coefficients that were obtained with the use 
of the Spearman-Brown correction formula are give** in Table B.
For Part I, or the vocabulary section of the test, the reliability 
as found by this method is expressed by a coefficient of ,928 
- *006* For Part II, or the paragraph reading section, the coeffi­
cient was somewhat lower, *693 ± #025*
Reliability Coefficients for the Minnesota Heading Exami­
nation, Fora A*
College Juniors and Seniors *912 ±*00? ,?80 t.018 .869±*012
interpreted in the light of generally accepted standards, these 
values indicate that the reliability for Part I Is high, for Part 
II it is low, but is satisfactory for group measurements, whereas 
for the total score it is fairly high and fairly adequate for in­
dividual measurement*
One of the most important aspects- of any test is its validity, 
and yet measuring instruments for which an adequate description of 
their validity is available are rare* This is true largely be­
cause independent criteria of the validity of most tests are ex-
Table B
Group Part I Part II Total
High School Seniors ,928 1,006 .693 ±.025
8tromely difficult to obtain* For Mils reason authors of tests 
M w  found it necessary to rest their case for validity upon the 
intrinsic mtan» of the ixustnsasnt* To some e:dsent this is what 
Ms been-done in the m m  of the Minnesota Beading BMaiiiatioii*. 
The second part of this tost la m  constructed that the examinees 
first road a passage said then answer questions concerning it* 
basing their answers vpon their interpretations of the reading 
material# Surely .such a process is an unequivocal delicate of 
most reading situations in which on© desires to glean information*. 
The similarity in the two situation® is brought out if one makes 
a list of those inextricable factors of the tost that justify its 
label as a reading comprehensive exercise. These nay b© stated 
as follows5
1*. The test reciuires a Mowledge of hm to read*
2* Hie test requires a knowledge of vocabulary#
3* The tact requires an tmderstending of the author1®
organisation of thought# 
h» The same mechanics of reading* such m eye move­
ments*. are involved In. the teat m  in the usual read­
ing situation*
5* The teat requires of the reader a background of 
experience to enable him to understand the con­
tent of the passage*
6* The test requires the ability to analyse the ■
passage#
It is true'that certain factors are present In the test that 
are somewhat unlike those found in the usual reading situation*
9Among these are?
1* The lack of motivation fowl 'la reading#
2# The establishment of m  artificial situation*
3* The brevity of the reading passages and their 
divorce from the proper settling#
In .regard to the first of'these factor®# it can he stated 
that flieii though the motivation is m% the same in the toot m  in  
the usual situation whore om is reading a book* the motivation 
that is present demands more intense effort# a® is true of most. 
tests#
Form B of the Minnesota Heading Bxaaination was constructed 
several years later than Form A# The extent to which the tm  
forms are cot^srable is apparent ehen eofiimliing ikrich(3).The 
?0th perooastile on Form A is 91# Pereas for Form B# i@ p!i# like­
wise# at other palate cm the scale the differences arc sliest*
Sewing
mm* # # * . . * * * , , * , i«WS»
To illustrate the method of scoring am of the questions# 
cm® of the test questions is quoted belom 
h* Cheek the true eteteneatet
a# All books which am reads arc to be read through 
carefully*
b# There are seta© books of which one should read only 
certain 'portions* 
c* Among the book® produced in the world# there are 
only a tm  which should bo read completely*
<1# Unless mm reads © w y  word in a book# he cannot 
grasp its sicnificance or meaning#
ttdar que ition  contains fe a r stateoMifcs* tr s  o f which (b 
m l c ) m rx m tlj in te rp re t the p««^p*ispti preceding than# Using 
the u n it method o f scoring# the procedure Is  to. give out p o in t
<SSriMfcjlMiA JBvtiftJN* J k f tA m  d  I  i* MM* •it Jmr A *  £ *# # 4 1 * - S t t# # * .  t f b l K A j i i V j J t  M a # ' I#* JBF Sktak\*N* Afor toe satire unit# inis means that toe cnecicifsg or the unit 
must. agree exactly with the key. If cheeked in say other way# 
the entire unit is regarded as wrong and credit is withheld* 
ftdIs short method restriot* the number of points to 71*
The m m u m m m t  of rate of rm dlag Is no leas intricate ton
the seasurewnt of ccetg>rehsastou It is. probable tot it is i»*
oxtricably bound up with cos^retasj^om* The esqmsslcm of tide
fact has been wall phrased by Fonm*(5)
!¥Xt is evident that to rate at which m pupil reads is 
conditioned in part by tbs purpose of his re&dbsg, the 
nature of the subject matter, m d  his difficulty In
understanding it* The last n»©d is due in part to the
first two, but also exists independently, since the sane 
type of subject natter say have- widely separated degrees 
of difficulty ©res* though it is read for a constant pur* 
pose#*
The several atteopts to isolate t o  factor of speed in reitdk 
ing have centered primarily upon elementary school children, large­
ly because of the effort -tot has been mad© to control the degree 
of comprehension by using to slnpleot type of reading material in
to  construction of speed of reading ■tests# When such tests am
used on the college level, they are unqusstioofl&ly fairly valid 
measuros of the ret© at which college students read simple material, 
but certainly toy1 are not measures of t o  rat® at which these 
students read to type of material ordinarily required of ton#
In an atteopt to provide such a maiwimg im trw m n t the IHnmesoia 
Speed of Beading Test constructed#
This test consist® of a series of paragraph®* Within each 
paragraph there has been 'introduced m  absurd phrase tot the 
student i® required to cross out#
Tm form of the test are available# Each fora contains 
thirty-eight paragraphs, for which the student is given six 
minutes of working time. His score on t o  test is to number of
12
absurdities he has crossed out correctly during the tine allow-*
Since two forms of the Minnesota Speed of Beading feci for 
College Students were constructed, the technique involved in se­
curing an estimate of its reliability was that of calculating 
fee coefficient of correlation between fee two fossa*. This tech­
nique, which Kelley (ID) claims gives fee lower limit of fee re- 
liability coefficient, mm applied to the scores made by groups 
ranging from fee seventh grade in the Ifeiversity Junior High 
School to graduate students at the IMwaity of Minnesota.
The mmmge reliability coefficient for all g r a t e  'is #85. If 
fee two fo rm  of fee test were eoefcim d into one, i.e., one form 
of twelve minutes, fee average reliability could be predicated 
as being #92(2)*
®d*
Reliability of fee
Table C
Reliability of fee Minnesota Speed of Beading Test
Growp
College graduate students 
College Juniors and Seniors 
Twelfth grad#
Eleventh grad#
Tenth grad#
Ninth grade 
Eighth grad#
Seventh grade
.8? f .03
.85 t  *02
M  * *03
#86 t  .02
.81 ± #03
*86  ± #02'
Validity of the Test 
Several criteria for establishing fee validity of this speed 
of reading test ware applied* The first involved a classroom
13
situation in which the students were instructed to read silent­
ly from their textbooks for a period of fifteen minutes and mark 
their progress each time a signal was sounded, at regular inter­
vals of thirty seconds* To insure regard for comprehension as 
well as rate, the students were further instructed that m  objec­
tive examination would be given them as soon as they finished 
reading*
Another criterion that was used for estimating the validity 
of the test under consideration was the Chaptaan-Cook Speed of 
Heading Test* In spite of the fact that it was principally de­
signed to measure the rate at which elementary school pupils 
read, high school and college students have often been measured 
with it* In the present comparison college juniors are involved* 
The inter-correlations between the two forms of this test and 
those of the Minnesota Speed of Heading Test range from *63 
* *0h to *76 1 *03. They, too, are given below*
Table D
Validity of the Minnesota Speed of Reading Test
Criterion .Form A Form B
Chapmam-Cook Speed of Heading
*oh *6? f *014Test, Fora A ♦63 -
Ch&pman-Cook Speed of Heading
*76 * *66 -Test, Form B *03
Informal Heading Exercise *39 t *07 *63 * *05
Manifestly they indicate that the psychological functions observed
Ih
with the aid of these two speed tests ere fairly similar in 
nature* An interpretation of these mines as supplementary to 
those obtained with the informal exercises leads om  to the con** 
elusion that the Mlmesoia Speed Test has validity as an. instru­
ment to measure the rate at which college student© read*
Herbert II# Tmp® of Ohio State !J&iwrsity> the Author of this 
toot i gives the following data for the Ohio State Psychological 
tsswimtion* fmm 21*
1# Type of TCst* tb© test consist® of subtests of (a) ©ame-
analogies, and (c) reading comprehension* 
It is a work-limit or power test* which yielda a total 
score for measuring scholastic success, and a sub-score 
for measuring reading ability#
2# Reliability# 0*93 based on 300 cases confuted by correlate 
"Bag'll Yorm of the test*
3* ?alldi1y* 0*68 based m  1,030 cases criterion used for 
m H S m n g  mm the point-hour ratio of college freshman,
©©wring a period of a college year of 36 week®*
4# Moms* ti&xm for total score and a reading score in ecu* 
lEIwYom are furnished for each 0mdm 9 through 12 and 
for College- f^sbaan#
d# P* Guilford (3), professor of psychology' at the University 
of California, says of the 0,c*A. that "this well known exBudna* 
tion ha® gone through mmmmm revision®, and in these revision® 
some of tbs most exacting tcstn^ndi t&ons, procedures have been 
eaplogredU Its three part® bmm -survived .repeated validity eo~ 
efficient® of #68* Against the criterion of 1 point hour ratio1, 
the total scar© would emm to offer the best predictions new 
available for m over-all academic-aptttude instrusaent at the 
college level#n
CHAPTER III
Tabled Results of Statistical Analysis of Cojaparisons
1?
191+6 C O M P A R I S O N S
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Table I
O.C.A, (Form 21) Total Haw Scores for University of Ooaha 
 Entering Students (Tear I9U6)_________
Clm& 
Interval® Frequency
emulative Haw Score .Equivalents of 
Percentiles
li*0 - lh9 h 1,173
130 ~ 13 9 25 1,169
120 - 329 51* l,li*l*
110-119 69 1,090 p90- n 5 (115.07)
300 - 309 87 1,021 p80 - 101 (100,5?)
90 * 99 100 93k p70 - 89 (88.90)
80 - 89 31*9 831* p60 - 80 (79.76)
P50- 73 (72.90)
70 * 79 u a TV
p!i0 - 61* (63.51)
60 «*• 69 162
30 - 57 (56.95)
5 0 - 5 9 152 *p%
20 - 1*8 (1*8.22*)
0 1 $ II4.2 P10 - 1*0 (39.90)
30- 3 9 93
20 - 29 23
30 - 19 2
0 ~ 9 0
Cases U73
Q 3 - 92* (93.60)
Median - 73 (72.90)
a 1 - 52 (52.20)
Mean - 71**26
S.D, - 27.75
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Caspartoon of OtC*A* Peri^iitas irith national S o m  for
SOSWHffNB 0*0* s to rin g  Students
SOiSPit
mSfSTTfili
JMK^HhaAi
90th paroentllo 1X5 86th p©rc®stll®
90th imMitll* 101 TItUI
St&rd <paEi‘tl3s n dfttt iwotniJXo
W*it ^r,i |Uffc j|hu**'iiiii.l**3i>*.jfti tf *f| tri*/y®i iwcontaxo m 63rd porcentHo
doth m y fiT J b ^ M r. JL. tS *% -jtgLPPm% p®BnBiilS14S
n uTtti penoon&iio
ZtfHsfct ponsenfcil© 6U ' ' jt : y3? ^  p m m m M l ®
30th pmpomM^B ft
t 1 •#*•< jt.»., .. -.JL.a m ^
i jP®SPH096BQfw3fa
. : 1 . ;
S5th po^centileItert quarfcilo Si
POth p^rnentilo m \  ;' Slit pmnitlli
IDth posoontiXi to
i
\ \ 13th p o m o U l i
^ /  ■ V- .
fable III
Heading Speed Saw Scores for University of Omaha Entering 
 ______________ Students (Year 19h6)_________________
CUss
Intervals Frequency
Cmulativu 
Frequency -
Haw Sear® Bq&imlent© 
of Percm tilss
36 *» 38 1 1,173
33 - 35 1 1,172
30 - 32 1* 1,171
27 - 29 16 1*16? p?o - 23 (22.6b)
21* - 26 1*5 1,151 p80 — 20 (20.oU
21 - 23 m 1,106 p70 - 10 (18.01)
IS - 20 173 993 p60 - 1? (36.77)
15-1? 283 820
p5b - 36
Plj0 «* 3)i
(15.52)
(Ut,22)
12-11* 263 537 P30 «• 13 (12.08)
9 - 1 1 11*7 271*
P20 - 11 
p10 - 9
(31.20)
(8.63)
6 — 8 82 127
3 — 5 31* 1*5
0 - 2 11 11
Cases 1173
Q 3 - 15> (39.0U)
Median - 16 (15.52)
Q 1 - 18 (12.38)
Mean - 15,0?
s,d. « 5,36
Tm ®  v i
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Qm^mrlBm of Bonding Speed MtmmMXm for the Year
iv* or ss
Ueaetm Being 0*TJ# Catering Stetaite loim 2^ui^&l«i§
90th 23 77th pmvomMM
00th perMttU* 20 j&tfa pmmmUlo
2htr& <jy$rtiX® If IjSth poroeiitile
70th piri»w%£is IS IsOiii pereexstlla
60th 1? 35th porc^tllo
Medina 16 20th peirBgKttlle
liOth piro€titO& Us ISth peroessUlo
30th pareantiXe 33 12th pmmmtlM
First quert&lo It fth psro®iti3s
20th percentile n 7th iwcen&ila
10th pmeottle 9 5th percentile
The ami oqpivslmiii gitva above law h®«s Obtaixsod lr giving 
tmm A of the Him»«eta Speed of loading foot to a group of 
college mphmmmB and Junioeo at the University of llimosota* 
An yet no xsonmb ore avaiOithl© for fVoshKi® etudeete*
ft&LS ¥
Baa&iag Bbcsmiaaii*®* Form A$ Part- 1 (VocfttMlftxy) _ Bar 
Spares fo r  ttajyea^tpr o f Om&m StategliM
Clan® Ctasulativa Mm Score Equliratext®
Intervals Frequency i Frow ney of Porceatiloe
96 - 100 0 1,179
91 ** 95 0 1,179
86 - 90 1 1,179
81 - 85 1 1,178 p90 -  1*5 (1*5.1*5)
76 - 80 0 1,177 p80 -  39 (38.87)
71 - 75 0 1,177 p70 -  31* (32*.37)
66 *• 70 3 1,177 p60 -  31 (30*95)
6l  *'*' 65 5 1,17k p50 -  28 (28. 28)
5 6 - 60 36 1,369 % ) -  26 (25.52)
5 1 - 55 35 1,353 P30 -  23x (22,71*)
k& ** 50 m 1,318 p20 -  20 (19,50)
i l l - 1*5 82 1,070 P10 -  15 (15.1*7)
36 <■* 1*0 307 988
31 ** 35 172 881 Q 3 -  35 (35.: 
Median -  28 ( 28,: 
Q 1 -  21 (21,1
26 - 30 217 709 Mean -  23.51 
0, 0, — 11.62
21 «■ 25 212 1*92
1 20 357 280
H  «» 35 89 323
6 — 10 32 3U
1 - 5 2 2
Casas 1X79
23
fsblo ¥1
C«pariscm of %M iu g Voeabularr ferities for the leer 1$*6 
with Iterorsitsr of Mtaaesota Bona®
St&swi Befog 0*11* Bbtertiig Stedtai* Bowfc f^atirmtmts
pOih perceaiite & TOth pe;rce&tile
&Hh pereootilo 3? 66th percentile
Third qtjart&le 35 J6th |>oro®itil@
70th pereegx&ile ih 52*th percentile
60th perceattl© 31 ItJfffe percentile
Hodlia 20 3Tth percentile
toth pegMgfeU* 26 31st psrcMHutils
30th percoatilo 23 23rd pereentile
first qtiartil© a llth percentile
20th JMTMltU* 20 16th percentile
10th percentile a$ 6th. percentile
Sis' /'«' 0
N & e  7X1
M innesota Beading S K S sim tX en* Form. At  P a rt H  ( Co i i s p r & h m m i o n ) ^ m  
Scores fo r  X f e s k m m i W  o f Osaaha In te r in g  S tttd ea te  in  th e  y e a r 1 ^ 6
C lass
In te rv a ls J W s K F
C im u la tlv e
Frequency
Raw Score E q u iv a len ts  
o f P e rc e n tile s
2 8 - 3 0 1 1*1 71
25 -  27 33 1*170
22 -  2 h 59 1*157 *9 0  -  19 (1 9 .ltU )
H041 116 1 ,0 9 8 *8 0  -  18 (18 .1 *2 )
1 6 - 1 8 233 982
*7 0  -  17 
. * 6 0 - 1 6
(1 6 .9 1 )
(1 5 .5 6 )
1 3 - 3 5 313 7 h 9 *5 0  -  l i t (3& .1W
3 0 - 1 2 259 U31
1? 
3
1 
I
(13 *3 l» )
(1 2 .0 7 )
7 - 9 133 172 *2 0  -  11 (1 0 .7 1 )
r
tj* ** 6 38 39 * 3 0 - 8 (8 # 3 U
1  «* 3 1 1
Case® 1171
Q 3 - 18 (17,6?) 
M edian ~  U *
Q 1 - 12 (11.50) 
- 13.7b
S*B# ** h*hh
Table TO!
Co^ mrison of Heading Gosprehension Percentiles for the 
Tear 19to with tlniwreity of Minnesota %rms
Unir* of Minmsot
Measure Being 0* If* Entering Students lorn 'Skpimlent® 
Coy eyed . Bm  Score , . (Freshman)
90th percentile 19 82nd percentile
80th percentile IB 75th percentile
Third qnartil© 18 75th percentile
70ih percentile 17 67th percentile
60th percentile 16 58th percentile
Madina lb toth percentile
1^3 tli percentile 33 32nd percentile
30th percentile 12 25th percentile
First quartile 12 25th percentile
20th percentile n 18th percentile
10th percentile 8 6th percentile
'6
1?2j7 c o h p a r i s o h s
T&blo I I
0#C*A« (Fora a )  Total Bor Smm& fo r o f Oraha
Bfrteg&ag Students (Xcar l$ k l)
Class
Internals Fjrequmcy
ftn&AtiTO Bear Score % iivm lent§ 
.. of Tercontilos
11*0 -  1149 k m
130 -  139 11 817
1 2 0 -1 2 9 29 806
1 1 0 -1 1 9 56 777 *90 •  113 (113.21)
300 -  309 a 721 p80 -  98 (98.38)
9 0 -  99 62 667 p?0 -  86 (85.89)
SO — 89, 
7 0 -  79 
6 0 - 6 9
73
n o
108
605
532
1*22
p60 -  ??
p50 -  69 
% 3 - 62 
p30 -  55
(76.55)
(69.15)
(61.53)
(55.1#6)
5 0 -  59 101* m p20 -  h7 (lt6#7W
1*0 -  1$ 308 210
p10 -  33 (37.53)
30 -  39 75 102
20 -  29 22 2?
3 0 -  19 k 5
0 -  9 1 1
C m m 621
Q 3■ -  92 (91*70)
Uadim  -  69 (69*3$)
Q 1 -  52 ($1*53)
Haw -  71*68 
3#D* - 27*93
Table X
Cassp&rigOfi of G*C*A* Percentiles dth national Horns for the 
Tear 19h7 .
W®mmm Being 0#tJ* Entering Students
E m  8m m
..Motional Mom
Equivalent 
(Form 21)
90tfe m 85th percentile
30th percentile m ?2nd percentile
Third <partile n 66th percentile
?Oth percentile■ m 6lst percentile
60th percentile n 52nd percentile
Median # U3«Pd percentile
Uoth percentile 62 35th percentile
30th percentile 55 28 th percentile
First quariil© 52 25th percentile
gOth percentile kl 20th percentile
10th percentile 38 .11th percentile
tm ®  xx
Beading Speed Mm Scores to r TMversliy of Omaha Entering
Students (Iear 1^7)
Class Cumulative E@*r Score Equivalents
Intervals Frequency Frequency . of Percentiles
36-33 1 821*
33 - 35 1 823
30-32 6 822
27-29 16 816 P90 - 23 (22.69)
2l* — 26 23 800 P80 - 20 (19.85)
21 - 23 69 772 P70 - 18 (18,28)
18-20 115 703 P60 - 17 (16.51)
15-17 190 588
P50 - 15 
P2i0 - ll*
(15.22)
(13.77)
12-11* 167 398 p30 - 12 (12.02)
9 - 1 1 128 231
P20 - 30 
P30 - 8
(10.1*5)
(3,11*)
6 -  8 7h 303
3 - 5 23 29
0 - 2 6 6
Cases 82l1
Q 3 - 18 (l?i?8)
Median - 1$ (U*$9)
Q 1 * U  (XltlO.) 
lean - liu?S 
3#D# U»93
S^KLe rrr
Caparison of lading Speed P0r(m$ll&ft for the tear 19hl 
ntth tMwreiir of Ifianaeotft ICqqmi
  ---------- ss*.----nBRTar
Seissmr® Being 0*0# Entering Student* 
' Ear Score
lorn Equivalents
90tk pommtile » ??th percentile
80th pwseattle 20 5bth ptnreen&U*
Third qiaaa*tl3e IB both percentile
?0th pereanttlft IB both piremtlle
60th percentile 1? 35th percentile
lledian *5 21st pw om tile
both percentile .lb 35th percentile
joth pmentUa 12 9th pcgftcnUltt
First Quartlle n ?th pment&a
20th peremtlla 10 6th percentile
10th parosotlle 8 5th pmenttl*
The m m  ©quiwlente given- aboye have boon obtained by giving 
.Font A of the Minnesota Speed of leading Test to a gr©i# of 
collie sophomores and Juniors at the Diversity o f Minnesota* 
Aw yet no norms are available for frwwhmn students*
Tatle XXXX
Hinnooota Heading Examination, Fora A, Part 1 (Vocabulary) Haw 
Scores for Onlveraity of Qaafaa Entering Students (lear 191*7)
Class
Intervals Fluency
Cumulative
Frequency
H*w Score Equivalents 
of Percentiles
76 - 80 2 831
71-75 0 829
66-70 1 829
61 - 65 5 828 p90 - 1*5 (1A.52)
56-60 15 823 p80 - 38 (37.59)
51 - 55 15 808 p70 - 33 (33.37)
« o 30 793 p60 - 30 (30.11)
111 «► h$ 51 163 P50 - 27 (27.1*8)
* t o 69 712 *1*0 - 25 (2i*.86)
31 - 35 116 6k3 P30 - 22 (22.25)
26-30 159 $21
P20 - 19
P10 - 16
(19.22)
(15.58)
21 - 25 159 368
16-20 121 209
11 - 15 60 88
6-10 28 28
l — 5 0 0
Cases 831
Q 3 - 3it (3i*.llt) 
Median - 2? (27.1*8)
Q 1 - 21 (20.82)
Mean - 20.37 
S.D, - 11.51
Campmrism o f Heading Vocatni%&ty Pereetxtllee fo r the Tear 19li7
with tfc&TOwitr o f MinntecriMi lamm  ----
Meitfnire li&tfsg O#0» Entering Stelenti 
' Hkw Scot©'
low EquiirmT®iite
90th percentile IS 79th p«reeatilft
80th percentile m 0Jj2?u j3WB$S@8IS9^3*JL6^
Third quartil© % Sbth percentile
70th pmmtlla 33 Stbrt peroentile
6oth 30 k3r& percentile
UwUfltt 27 3Uth percentile
liOth parwaatile 25 28th parciatile
loth 22 20^i pezcentile
Hrrt ^ srMds "21 13th percentile
20th percentile W llith percentile
10th percentile 16 8th percentile
Table XV
33
Minnesota Beading Examination, fora A, Part IZ (Comprehension) 
Raw Scores for Itatvorsitar of Omaha Entering Students in the 
 _______ Year 19ii7__________________________
Class Cumulative Ran Score Equivalents
28-30 0 822
25-27 3 822
22 - at 33 819 p90 — 20 (19,80)
19 - 21 115 786 p80 - 1? (19,11)
16-18 183 671
P?0 - 17 
p60 - 17
(I7.1i2)
(16.81)
13 — 15 211 ltS6 p5o - 15 (li.53)
10-12 178 277
PitO - lit 
P30 - 12
(13,69)
(I2.1i9)
7 -  9 79 99 p20 - 31 (11.09)
It - 6 18 20 PlO - 9 (9.355
1 - 3 2 2
Cases 8??
Q 3 - 18 (17.6?)
Median - 15 (lii.50)
Q 1 - 12 (11.80)
Mean - ll*.lt6
S.B. - iu2U
3k
Table XU
Comparison of Heading Cojsprehension Percentiles for 
ti® Tear 191*7 with tlniwrstter of Minnesota Worms
I$SEroF®S55$
Measure Being Q*U* Entering Students Worn Equivalents 
Compared ■ Hit Score . (ftregtaui}
90th percentile 20 87th percentile
SOth percentile 19 82nd percentile
Third quartlie ia 75th percentile
?0th percentile 17 67th percentile
60th percentile 17 67th percentile
Median IS Soth percentile
l*0th percentile Hi liOth percentile
10th percentile 12 25th percentile
First quartlle 12 2?th percentile
20th percentile n 18th percentile
10th percentile 9 9th percentile
35
19h3 C O M P A R I S O N O
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Table m i
0#c*A* (for® 21) Total Bair Scores for Itotversity of Omaha 
Entering Students (Tear 19k$)
Class
Internals
Cumulative
Frequency
B&w Score Equivalents 
of Percentile®
HiO «. 3li9 1 685
130 -  139 6 68k
120 -  129 26 678
1X0 - 3J£ la 652 P90 - 301 (301. ti6)
100 om 109 59 611 P8G — 98 (9S.2li)
9 0 — 99 S3 5S2 p70 -  87 (87.U3)
80 *» 89
70 -  79
78
88
h99
hZl
p60 - 78 
p5o - 71
PW — 61i
(77.86)
(71.13)
(63.51)
60 •* 69 91 333 p30 -  56 (55*58)
yi 0 1 vn. vo 78 21*2 p20 -  itf (W .89)
1(0 — I49 87 16k
P10 -  39 (38.62)
30 -  3 9 58 77
20 -  29 18 19
3 0 - 1 9 1 1
O t vo 0 0
Case© 685
q 3 - 93 (92*8W
Median * 71 (71*38)
Q 1 - Si (50.92) 
rnm  ~ 72*99'
S*D* ** 26*27
3?
Table O T H
Conparioon of 0#C,A* Percentiles with national Horae
Measure Being 
Coapered
Q*tJ# titering Students 
issr Score
national Bom 
&jptv43*st
(For® 21)
90th percentile 101 75th percentile
80th percentile 98 72nd percentile
Third quartlle 93 67th percentile
TOth percentile 8? 62ml percentile
60th percentile n 53rd percentile
Median n li5th percentile
liOth percentile 6!* 3?th percentile
30th pm e&m tfjn & 29th percentile
Ftet <$mrtil& 51 2l*ih percentile
20th percentile U? 20th percentile
30th percentile w 32th percentile
38
Table XXX
Reading Speed Raw Scores for University of Omaha Altering 
Students (Year 19ii8)
Class
Intervals Frequency
emulative Raw Score Equivalents 
of Percentiles
33 ~ 35 1 702
30-32 1 701
27-29 5 700
2h ~ 26 23 6?5 p90 -  22 (21.6k)
21 - 23 51 672 %> - 19 (19.09)
18 - '20 93 621
p70 -  17
p6o -  16
(17.17)
(15.62)
15 - 17 135 523 p5o * Oh (lk.32)
12 - Ik 187 393
pliO - 13 
p30 - 12
(13.20)
(12.06)
9 - n 119 206 p20 -  10 (10.08)
6 - 8 61 37
p10 - 8 (8*16)
3 - 5 22 26
0 - 2 k h
Cases 702
Q 3 - 17 (17.Wt)
Median - Ih (Hu3W
Q 1 - 11 (11,2k)
Mean - lli. 20
S.D. - 5*11
Table XX
Comparison of Reading Speed Percentiles for the Tear 19M 
with .tJhiversity of Mtmesota Worn®
  as— m *------------ TOEfrar
Measure Being 0*1!* Buttering Student* Iona Ecplvalents
(Soi
90th percentile 22 71st percentile
80th percentile 19 l*5th percentile
Third qnartlle 17 35th percentile
|0th percentile 17 35th percentile
60th percentile 16 2ith percentile
Median Hi 15th percentile
l*0th percentile 13 12th percentile
31th percentile 12 9th percentile
First quariile H 7th percentile
20th percentile ID 6th percentile
10th percentile 8 5th percentile
The norm, equivalents given above have been obtained by giving 
?om  A of the Minnesota Speed of Beading Test to a group of 
college sophomore® said juniors at the %iver®ity of Minnesota* 
As yet no norms are available feu* freshman students*
Table XXI
Minnesota Reading Examination, Form A, Fart 1 (Vocabulary) Raw 
Scores for University of Omaha Entering Students (Tear 191*8)
if-. r 1 -“-^Tfr-irmr'^TTrr~t  —I'li-yrrr^lTr-i^ ~rir— r-. t —    ---- ----- ----- ............ —  **-*»— -
Class
Intervals Frequency
Cumulative Raw Score Equivalents
of Percentile®
76-80 1 693
71 - 7? 0 692
66-70 0 692
61 — 65 0 692 p90 - 1*3 (2*2*55)
56 — 60 6 692 p80 - 36 (36.30)
51 - 55 22 686 P70 - 33 (32.51*)
1*6 — 50 20 661* f6o - 30 (29.51)
h i - 1*5 29 61*1* *50 - 27 (27.02)
36 - 1*0 65 615 p!i0 - 2!* (21**1*?)
p3) - 22 (21.91)
31 - 35 91* 550
20 - 19 (10.81*)
26 - 30 137 1*56 P10 - 15 (11**33)
21 - 25 136 319
16 - 20 102 183 Q 3 ~ 33 (33.1*1)
Median - 27 (26,96)
Q 1 - 21. (20,50)
11-15 51* 81 Ifean « 27#52*
S.D* ■» 10,81*
6 - 10 26 2?
1 -  5 1 1
•
Case* 693
Table XXII
Coaptriaon of Reading Vocabulary FeorcenttlesjTor the tear 19U8 
with ^ t&y^wXW of Itjnncseta
llaaaure Being
ImvToj-   _
0,0* Entering Student® Horn Eqidvalent*
M iM i
90th percentile 
80th percmtll® 
Third quartila 
70iM percentile 
60th percentile 
Median
l*Oth percentile 
30th percentile 
First qoartile 
20th percentile 
30th pensesstil®
III
16
II
II
30
2?
2h
n
21
w
is
?5tb percentile 
59th. percentile 
Slat percentile 
Slat percentile 
l*3rd percentile 
3l*th percentile 
25th percentile 
20th percentile 
18th percentile 
lfclh percmtile 
■6th percentile
Table XXIII
Minnesota Heading Examination} Fona A* Fart II (Comprehension) 
Hew Scores Tor %lvereltgr of Omaha shtering Students in the 
_ ________   Year 1 9 4 8 ______
Class
Intervals Freqms^
Cmnlailve
Frequency
. Eaur Score Equivalents 
of Percentiles
28-30 0 687
t$ - 27 2 687
22 «* 2h 25 685
19 - 21 77 660 p90 - 20 (20.36)
p80 — 18 (18*29)
16 - 18 lltl 583
P?0 -  16 (16.42)
13 - 15 m p6o -  16 (15.54)
p50 -  14 (14.055
10-12 iiii 21*5
p4o -  13 (13.45)
1 - 9 71 301* P30 ■■ 12 (12.1?)
2* — 6 30 33 P20 -  11 (10.70)
1 - 3 3 3 p10 - ? (8.52)
Cases 68?
Q 3 -  1? (16.56)
Median - Xl* (14.00)
3 1 - u  (n .4 4 )
Mean - 13.9?
S.D. - 3.15
h3
Table XXX7
Co®q>ari«on of Reading Comprehension Percentiles for
Measure Being
CaEtpared
0#U* FnterXng Students
. lUnr 3m m
THE?# of Minnesota 
lor® Equivalents
90th 'percentile 20 8?th percentile
80th percentile IB ?5th percentile
Third quartile IT 6?th percentile
?Dth percentile 16 £8th percentile
60th percentile 16 f>8ih percentile
lit IjOth pcmttstillft
liOth percentile 33 32a& percentile
n i'n n in iA  i t  i f ipeitjeamjje 12 2$th percentile
’f f m a  M a w * ' J it **% i^k.First cjuartiie n 3Bth pmetttllft
20th percentile n 10th percentile
10th percentile 9 9th percentile
i oPo P A H I S 0 H 5
k$
fable 3X7
0*C#A* (For® 21) total Em  Scores for Uhlversitsr of ^ balm 
,. „,.. Bateriag Students (Tear I9ii9) |
Class CusolatlYa E »  Scor© Equivalent*
Intervals Frequency Frequency of Percentiles
11*0-119 1 732
1 3 0 -1 3 9 33 731
120 -  129 13 718
n o  •  119 32 705 p90 -  105 (101*.95)
100 *  109 to 673
S,18ft. (9 l*»to)
90  « 99 7 5 627 P70  -  85 (31*.73)
p6o -  76 (75.59)
SO ~ $9 76 552
P50  -  68 (67.71)
0 « '•Q at* 1*76
Pto -  6 0 (6 0 . 1 3 )
6 0 - 6 9 H it 392
P3 0  -  51* (51*.25)
5 0 - 5 9 101 278 p20 -  to ( to .  39)
.... Pjfl -  38 (37.56)
to - to 86 177
30 -  39 71* 91
2 0 - 2 9 16 17
ID -  19 1 1
0 — 9 0 0
Cases 732
Q 3 - 90 (89.39)
Median - 68 (67.71)
Q 1 - Si ($0.59) 
Mean - 70,71 
S.D. - 25.88
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Tabl© XXVI
Comparison of Q*C#iU Fvrmnbilm^ with Motional llovm for
Toar
«k M W « U U k  f t U i i w  MbMMaaasTir© imjag 0#tT* Skstorlag' Stuasnt® Sq^ntast
90th poreontil# 305 78th jP0X*G4R]EtHtt
flOth peroentil© & /!T'£3 -jtftitrfri 'Mirn rfc r*lh^ iilMHtlbl •&  ^Jk%MJm* porOmlwJLi.#
Ttttet <pwiils- 90 64th piroontilo
70th |WMitlha 85 60th portsimiilo
60th poroontilj® T6
68
liDth parooafcilo &3 33iti poro^itilo
30th % '#iW*^FJLTL* ifii irftitrhMfatf» <$ jk*^WBw©Q^:XJJP
S1)P8% qtwtile % 24th ponaoisMls
20th poseoatile h£> .19th percentile
10th percontilB 38 Hth p^rcooillo
Table n v n
Reading Speed Raw Scores for University of Oisaha altering
Students (Tear 19h9)
Class
Intsrr&l® Frequency
CtBBUlatlTt
Frequency
Raw Scot® Equivalents 
of Percentiles
36 - 38 1 738
33 - 35 0 737
30 - 32 It 737
.2? - 29 5 733 P90 - 22 (21.52)
2h — 26 17 728 p8o - 18 (18,39)
21 -23 57 711 P70 - 17 (16,69)
11 - 20 120 651* p60 - 16 (16,38)
15 - 17 169 53J*V.
p50 - 15
Pij0 - XU
(Dt.56)
(13.?i»)
12 - ill 167 365 P30 - 12 (12.10)
$ ~ 11 113 198
P20 - 11 
P10 - 8
(10.67)
(8.25)
6 — 8 lilt 85
3 - 5 32 la
0 - 2 9 9
Cases 738
Q 3 - 17 (l?.l»8)
Median - 1? (ll,,56)
Q 1 - 12 (11.6?)
lean - H»,5l
S.D. - 3.15
U8
Table a m
Ccsspirison of leading Speed Pcxconitlee for the Tear
 .. ‘ .^ d*th „.„ ■(M<Mp,^,J>|^.||,Wl,t>l<|,MJ)>|.>
tlhiv# of Minnesota
Measure Doing 0#% JMoping 3totextv Sou® SqpfomlSKits
90th parosHfeU# 22 Tint percentile
80th percentile 18 IjQth psi^ NKitile
i m *  4 — * — — ~ a * m . h  ^rnjypa <|e®rmX0 X? 3Sth percentile
?0th peucenitle IT 3Sth percentile
60th percentile IS 28th percent!!#
Media** as *  Mwdh MW <l> W lifc  )WinWh»idf *1' MfediM% }^reenmi®
ItOih percentile Ut iSth percentile
30th percentile 12 ' f w t t i f c  Uk^M U H JAi J h ^ h W '4 )  <*kyUi percentile
First quertll# 12 pth percentile
20th p m i t l i 31 ?th percentile
10th percentile i *fth pcstm&lla
The mm equivalents gtvm &km® Mm Mm obtained bar gtftug 
For® 4 of the Mimeaeta Speed of Beading Toot to a gronp of 
college myphmmmn m& jonlors at the tMwsitjjr of Mimeiioia* 
is yet m mrm are aimilable for fvmtmm students*
Table XXIX
Minnesota Heading Ixaaination, Tom A, Part I (Vocabulary) 
Raw Scores for fnl'versl'ly of Omaha Entering Students (Year 191*9)
Class
Intervals
Cumulative 
Frequency .
Haw Score' Equivalents 
of Percentiles
./V
71 - 75 l 733
66-70 3 732
61 - 65 0 729
56-60 2 729 P90 - 1*1* (1*1*.36)
51-55 1? 727 p80 - 38 (38,23)
1*6 - 50 32 710 p70 - 33 (32.95)
1*1 - 1*5 55 6?S p60 - 30 (29.90)
36-1*0 67 623 p50 - 27 (27.16)
31 - 35 s? 556 pl*0 - 25 (2l*.66)
26 - 30 133 h&9
p30 - 22 
P20 - 20
(22.39)
(19.6?)
21 - 25 161 336 P10 - 16 (16,23)
16-20 10? 175
11-15 50 68
6 - 1 0 17 18
1 -  5 1 1
Cases 733
Q 3 - 35 (35.31*)
Median - 27 (27.16)
Q 1 - 21 (21,21*)
Kean - 27,31 
S,D, — 10,31*
TaClS XXX
Comparison of Reading Vocabulary Percentiles for the Tear X9h9
Measure Being 0*0* Inferring Students 
Ear Sccrc (
TKlv* of llSjesSm 
Mom Bqulmlen^
9<Hli percentile ||lf 77th percentile
00th percent!!* ■38 63rd percentile
Third ^ oartila 35 $6tt* percentile
?Oih percentile 33 ,5l»t percent!!*
60ib percentile 38 h3rd percentile
Median 27 3lith percentile
l*Oth percentile 25 28th percentile
30th percentile 22 20th percentile
First gosrtils 21 18th percentile
20th percentile 20 16th percentile
10th percentile 16 8th percentile
Table t U X
Hmesota. Heading Examination, form  A$ Hart II (Comprehension) Haw 
. Scores' ta r University of Q®Sm Entering Sfo^slepits in the year 19h9
Class Cnsaulativ© Haw Score Equivalents
Intervals Frequency Frequency of Percentiles
28 - 30 0 732
2$ - 2? 3 732
22 - 2h 32 72?
15-21 88 697 p?0 - 20 (20.25)
16 - 18 151 609
p30 - 18
^ 0  - 16
(l8.3lt)
(16.07)
13-15 210 USB p60 — 16 (15.72)
10-12 ISO 2!»8
P50 - lit 
PitO - Hi
(lit.28)
(13.6W
7 - 9 76 ?8 P30 - 12 (12,lt3)
Ji ~ 6 21 22 p20 - 11 (30.96)
1 -  3 1 1 p10 - 9 (9.01)
Cases 732
Q 3
Median 
9 1 
; V&tn
e n
-17 (16.85)
- lit (lit*26)
- 12 (11.70)
-  lU.21
- 3.91
Table m u
Casgmrieon of leading Camprehmmi.m Percentiles 
for the Tear 19k9 with q T^ggEiitar, of Miipiegote, lorms
TiSeSoS* oF 
Hoi® SqutvalMxteMeasure Being 0*0# $»teriitg Student# 
Rm Score
90th percentile 20 87th percentile
80th percentile 10 75th percentile
Third quartile If 6?ih percentile
fOth percentile %6 58th percentile
60th percentile X6 f>8th percentile
fecHaa It liOth percentile
liOth percentile It IjOtli percentile
30th percentile 12 25th percentile
First quartile 12 25th percentile
20th percentile 11 18th percentile
10th percentile 9 9th percentile
1950 II 0 H
Table XTOII
9.C.A. (Form 21) Total M m  Scores for University of Qssaba 
Entering Students (Year 39g3)
Class
Intervals Wmm^cT
Cij&Milatim 
Pmquenc^ ,
E «  Seam 
or r
Squimlents
^mentlloe
lh0 ~ lk9 2 619
330 - m 6 617
120 * 129 16 611
US) ** us 32 595 ^90 — 108 (108.1*6)
100 - m 39 563 p80 - 9U (9ij,08)
9 0 - 9 9 k9 sau *70 - 82 (82.03)
«* 89 a 1aT5 p60 - 71* (7lt«10)
TO - 79
60 69 
5 0 - 5 9
86
ft
7h
1*21
335
258
p5b - 67
PljO *• ^9 
p30- $3 
p30 — 1*1*.
(66.99)
($0.61*)
($?.?0)
(1*3.81)
1$) — k9 97 3fib % 3  - 36 (j6.a)
30 - 39 66 87
20 - 29 2:1 21
10- 19 0 0
0 - 9 0 0
Cases 619
Q 3 - 07 ( 86.97)
Median - 67 (66.99)
Q 1 - 1*7 (2*7.01)
Mean - 69*22 
3.D. - 26.83
T&fe3© H O T
Gmpmrtmm o f 0*C*A» B m m ttle *  w ith  M s te n a l ®a»® fo r  tto
Ifesouro Beiug 0«U# In to rt^ g  S tated® Eqt&wlmt
potsa pw^^iaJyit 003 fjM% *JL mifcJtaiMkujafe. jM^hnbdfei^oist pnm&tCaJu&
Both pmmmaMM A XL. vjr JLtafe A a w w J I  *T  rife.oclta pcnMlstsLlft
h^Arcl qisayfeU© m 62s&I pomesrtila
Ui-it rV hrfcmr nitwiii'iiltif'-^ *7 «tih 82 Jfth pmamMM
60th 71* h9tk pemejatile
HuMmtf 67 & *t pegoic&ll*
hoik p&rwu&p* 59 32nd pnwstntStUi
30th pommttla 53 26th pwromkile
third <gnnrtl2a 2*7 cutu* p^ reoiiwXi.©
20th $w w tti3# til* *t j£, AfLfc nr% itw mtii'rf* iafc ife* t *t j*.ipm
nm jM'iMfcaL «rvwii jfc 7 *t j f eJ|J«# tpMl 36 9th pnmeiitil®
T&bi© xorr
Easdlag Speed Bm Scarm fe y  tliiiv e rs it^  at Qmh& H&teriag Students
Cl&w CugsasAttlive Bar Secw Bcpdmteits
36 ■—  38 0 m
33 - 35 0 617
30 - 32 2 637
2 7 - 2 9 10 635 p90 - 22 (22,30)
21* - 26 26 60S p80 - 19 (38.88)
21 - 23 Sb $79 - 18 (17.9k)
p60 - 17 (36.7$)
1 8 - 2 0 9k $29
PS0 - IS (35.0?)
1 5 - 1 7 IS? k3$ pto - ii* (3it.28)
278
pto - 13 (10*8?)
1 2 - 11* 131
% >  -  11 (11*17)
9 - 11 8? 3&7 % > -  9 (9*06)
3 m* 8 to 60
3 ** 5 2jj 20
0 -  2 6 6
Cases 617
Q 3
Median 
Q 1 
lien 
S*D,
18 (17.90)
IS (35.07)
12 (I2.2I4)
1S.07
3.1S
of Bo&disg Speed Perooatilm for tbs t o  1950 
■with iMmrs&tr of, Iltoaosotsi Item© ' _ _ _ _ _«**.<«*»»*,»* rr-™-, , „ l r t A . OT--™. m, r. ^ ^ ir.
ISm k m  to&tf ' 0*B# Sotedisg‘ Stnteit© Itea Ecpilimtoit©
CctsMomi. Inf Seosm
90th pcrsmtile 22 list percentile
8Qth percentile 19 U5th percent!X©
Third qoartlto m &0th paremiil©
fula j^ prip«mJjO m WHh p^o«ott3#
6oth pmaafclle 37
j
35th pm m m tll®
15 Z1m% percentile
1jOtfe pm m sM M lb 15th paremtil©
30th pmntili 13 12th percentile
first quertile IS 9th p o ^ p o c K t ' f e l i l o
20th ii ?th percentile
10th pmmtile 9 jth pmmmMla
fto m m  CKpivale&t© given stove tot® teen obtained ty giving 
Tom A of tto l&zsnMota Speed of Boiling feat to a grota$> of 
ooHogo mfphmm®'® 'mad jm dam  at tto tM«r®itr a t 
1# yet m  norm  mm available for ftmmfmm students*
Table XUm.
58
Mm m m ta Heading Examinaiiont Fern A$ Part I (^ ocabulaiy) Bar 
,. Scere© for tlniversltf of Omaha Iftterliy Stjaflffite (l#ar Iftffl) .
Clas© CtamuXatlve Baar Seme SqulvalMita
Ihteryala f^ qtseiKffi Fregmiac^ . of Percentiles
91- 95 1 613
36 — 90 0 617
31 - 85 0 617
76 - so 0 617 *90 - m (1)0.23)
71-75 0 617 pao - 31* (32*»2j0)
66 — 70 0 617 p70 - 31 (31.16)
61 - 65 3 617 p60 - 28 (28.1?)
56 — 60 7 612* PS0 - 25 (25.1*3)
51-55 5 . 607 %  - 23 (23.23)
l»6 — 5o 16 602 P3Q - 21 (a.03)
lil — U5 21) 586 p20 - IS (18,22)
O«*£f1$ 39 562 p10 - 35 (12*,72)
31 - 35 93 523
26 — 30 305 1*30
21 - 25 lil 325 Q 3 - 32 (31.78)
16 - 20 108 132* Median - 25 (25.2*3) 
3 1 - 20 (19.65) 
Mean - 25.85
11-15 55 76 3.D. - 30.61
6 —10 17 a
1-5 2) k
Case© 6l8
t'
Table r a m
Omagorlam of Beading Percentiles fo r the Tear 1950
with tifa&Yefttttar of Hinnesota Hcanta
'™n 1 ■' r™  ” ’Vf,"r ” T "’ f '"1: rn“M j r  "  r  1 "' r ,r,:rf,™ ,“r “ ' '"^ WCrm' o fW S S S t^
Measure Being 0*tf* Entering Btnteiia t a  Bqvkmlm&8 
' . . . law  smm. . . (l^ thaast)
90tb parantUa l$0 68th percentile
80th percentile 3h 51*th percentile
Third qnartile & 18th percentile
70th percentile 31 fcSth percentile
60 th percentile 28 3?th percentile
25 25th, percentile
Uotfe pciceniile 23 23rd percentile
30th gMHMUfeil* 21 18th percentile
Pirat qwtrtile 20 16th percentile
20th percentile 18 12th percentile
10th peroectl2s 15 6th percentile
*
Minnesota Heading E3casdnation# Form kM Part XI (Cofagprehoneioo)
Rm Scores fo r  I k i l w m i i y  Qf OmJtm Entering Stetaft* in ttis
leap 1S&
CuBR}3AtiYe M m  Score Eqaivalenttt
oJT
26 ■•» 3^ 0 632
25 - 27 7 632
22-21* 21 625 ?90 -20 (20*1*3)
19 - a 67 60!* POO - 18 (18,37)
16-18 11*8 537
3 
'3
1 
1
F 
«
pH 
ft.
(16,0?)
(15,8?)
13-15 173 389 PSO - 15 (li*,7l)
10-12 130 216
P1*0 - 11* 
P30 - 12
(13.61*)
(12*1*0)
7 - 9 62 86 P20 - 11 (10,92)
1* — 6 23 2b P||^) 9 (8,88)
1 -  3 1 1
Cases (m
Q 3 - IT CU&*73>
Median - 15 (ll**71>
Q 1 - 12 (11,66)
He an —■ li**22
s.D. - 3,97
tmm xm
o f Reading Ceugorataflnfthui Percentiles
He&srar® Being 0#H# Entering Students Horn Equivalents
■90th pereeittiXc 87th percentile
80th perecniiX© IB ?5th percentile
ffirird quarlilje 17 67th percentile
70th percentile 16 58th percentile
60th percentile 16 £8th percentile
Iksdian IS 5Dth percentile
koth percentile lit tOth percentile
30th pmmmtile 12 25th percentile
First <partile 12 25th percentile
20th percentile 11 10th percentile
10th percentile 9 9th percentile
C 0 j i .  i t , 0
Table 30001
O.C.A, (Fora 2k) Total Ear Scores For University oF Omaha
Class 
Intervals _r. Frequency
Cumulative 
l^ qaency •.
Em  Score Equivalents 
of Percentiles
H*o - 11*9 0 5?o
130 - 139 2 570
120 - 129 13 568
110 - 119 21 555 p90 - 102 (101,60)
100 - 109 25 S3h p80 - 89 (89.02)
90 — 99 h9 509 p?0 - 76 (76.U2)
80 *■ 39 h i &60 p60 - 67 (67.08)
TO ~ 79
6 0 - 6 9
53-59
56
72
68
109
363
291
p50 - 59
pi»o - 52
p30 - hk 
p20 - 37
(59.11)
(51.62)
(Uu09)
(37.37)
hO — h9 88 223 %  - 33 (32.50)
30 «* 39 80 135
20 - 29' 51 55
10 - 19 2
0 - 9 2 2
Cases 570
Q 3 - 82 (01,96)
Hedian - 59 (59.11)
Q 1 - 10. (hO.99)
Table m i l l
Coiaparieoti of O.C.A* Percentiles with National Horns for the
________________ Year l?gl______
" ifa tlo tm lllo ra
Measure Being 0«U# Entering Students Equivalent
Compared Raw_Score_______  (Pom 2E)
90th percentile 102 80th percentile
80th percentile 89 69th percentile
Third quartile 82 63rd percentile
70th percentile 76 56th percentile
60 th percentile 6? lilth percentile
Median 59 38th percentile
liOth percentile 52 30th percentile
30th percentile hh 20th percentile
First quartile h i 16th percentile
20th percentile 37 11th percentile
10th percentile 33 7th percentile
LTable X3QQCIII
Pweading Speed Bm  Scares Tor University of Omaha Entering
Students (Tear lp$l) i
Class
Intervals Jfcequency
Cumulative
Frequency
Raw Score Equivalent# 
of Percentiles
36 *. 38 0 563
33 - 35 0 563
30 - 32 h 563
2? - 29 12 559 p90 - 23 (22.99)
2h - 26 19 51*7 P80 - 21 (20,51)
21 - 23 63 528 p70 - 18 (17.68)
18 - 20 92 M S
p60 - 17 
^ 0 - 1 5
(16.88) 
(lit,87)
15 - IT 9k 373 %  - lit (lit, 31)
12 - 111 m 279
p30 - 12 
p20 - 11
(12.0it)
(10,60)
9 - XX m 152 p10- 8 (8.05)
6 —• 8 38 68
3 - 5 IT 30
0 - 2 13 13
Cases 563
Q 3 *  18 (1 8 *1 4 )
Median - 1$ (lMT)
Q 1 - 12 (11*60)
lean - 1h+9k 
S*D* -  5*8$
Table m m
Comparison of Reading; Speed Feemotilae for the Year 19$1
ytth Bfltversltar .of Minnesota Horns ,    n wmuwwuwiiiri, «n ■ »t »<>in<HDWW#rmwii.iitw mm i m« i Hfwun m
Measure Being 0*0. Entering Students Horm Equivalents _ 
Ear Score
90th percentile 23 77th percentile
80th percentile 21 64th percentile
Third quartile 18 l*0th percentile
'70th percentile 18 hOih percentile
60th percentile 1? 35th percentile
Median IS 21st percentile
l*0th percentile Ik lSth percentile
30th percentile 12 9th percentile
First quartile 12 9th percentile
2Qth percentile 11 ?th percentile
10th percentile 8 5th percentile
*Bm mourn equivalents given above have been obtained by giving 
Form A of the Minnesota Speed of Reading Test to a group of 
college sophomores md juniors at the 0aiver*itgr of Minnesota* 
A® yet no mrnrn are available for freshman students*
Table XXm
Minnesota Heading Exaainatian, Fom A, Part 1 (Vocabulary) Haw 
Scores for University of Omaha Entering Students (Tear 1951)
Class
Intervals frequency
Cusailatiw
Frequency
Ban Score Equivalents 
of Percentiles
71 - 75 1 562*
66-fO 1 563
6l - 65 0 562
56 - 60 5 562 P90 - 1*1 (1*1,1*3)
51 * 55 3 557 p80 - 35 (35.21)
1*6 - 5b 25 551a P70 - 31 (31,21)
101-2*5 23 529 p60 ~ 28 (27.82)
36 - 1*0 kk 506 p50 - 25 (25.36)
31 - 35 jO 1*62 Pl*0 - 23 (22.56)
2 6 - 30 85 392
p30 - 20 
P20 - 17
(19.85)
(16.63)
21 - 25 118 307 P10 - 13 (12.93)
16-20 07 109
11-15 75 302
6-10 2l* 27
1 - 5 3 3
Cases
Q 3 - 32 (32.22)
Median - 25 (25.36)
Q 1 - 18 (13,21*)
Kean - 25.38 
S.D. -  11,07
'3
Table 3S M
Comparison of Heading Vocabulary Percentiles for the Tear 1951 
with University of Minnesota lom®
“ ------- -----— — i—   ------ K ? of ^ ffiiesoia 
Mom Equivalent®Measure Being 0*U# loitering Students 
Raw Score
90th percentile la 70th percentile
80th percentile 35 56th percentile
Third quartile 32 18th percentile
70th percentile 31 15th percentile
60th percentile 28 37th percentile
Median 25 28th percentile
loth percentile 23 23rd percentile
30th percentile 20 16th percentile
First quartile 18 12th percentile
20th percentile 17 10th percentile
10th percentile 13 1th percentile
Table OTXVXI
69
Minnesota Heading Examination* Form A, Part II (CarapreJienaion) 
Raw Scores for University of Ctaaha Entering Students in the 
____________ '■ '_________ T e a r 1 9 &
Class CuEulative Hair Score Equivalents
23 - 30 0 561*
25 - 21 1 Sflt
22 — 2h 20 563 1*90-20 (20.2lt)
19 - 21 72 A3 p8o - 20 (19,83)
16 -  18 133# ‘ lt71
p70 - 16 
p60 -  16
(16,28)
(16.3?)
3 3 -1 5 Ht8 333 p50 -  lit (U t.32)
10 - 12 135 190
PltO - lit 
p30 - 12
(13.72)
(11,90)
7 - 9 57 75 p20 - 11 (10,99)
ijL ** 8 H i 18 p10 - 9 (8.99)
1 - 3 It It
Cases 56lt
Q 3 - 17 (16,92)
Median - lit (llt.32)
Q 1 - 12 (11.72)
Mean - lit. 29
S.D. - l*,2lt
Table XXXXflll
Ccaparison of Heading Comprehension Percentiles 
for the Tear .1951 with diversity of Minnesota loiw
   1 1 w i i jinx>i>■ <»wirn^ i »<wnn■»»iewwe in ip  1................. ............. .... .. . . n »^ i » ii n M i . wg B i w>l««Hi<rii wi n > » Ji>w.i—|gi>!»L■ in.niw*:11 g i nw fly n S M S S * 1 h* o^ » h>imki i i w ii»«>wii
M t* of msmeaoti
Measure Being Q*TJ* Barring Students Horn Equivalents
Raw
90th percentile 20 87th percentile
Both percentile 20 87th percentile
Third quartil® 1? 67 th percentile
7Gtb percentile 16 J8th percentile
60th percentile 16 58th percentile
Median li liOth percentile
UOth percentile ll* liOth percentile
30th percentile 12 25th percentile
First quartile 12 25th percentile
20th percentile 11 13th percentile
10th percentile 9 9th percentile
Stmaxy of
chapter vr
and Conclusions
ananitr or
gy© «*Hfkfc <j|| tbrw coxmtB
It 9fa» of percentiles with the established
m m m  for th© tost*
2# Tba eaapKriiatt of the poroontilo difference of 191*6 
-with the itnsGfielvt Tumi
f^[5f , SSW^ejgfci' jMftetedt . j j ln f  tito 'd iktttoJiktlfc jM rd P  j § 4  *1fer» fti-dfriaraliiii awiMiii |A-%^^ri t w  mil ifnMjin. t tJ J #  4»*1® 8 * ^ y B L 3 » $ lw flK p # ® ' WJT CO* Jl 3#® Jn0M K J©  D ©  wW ©@ II ©SMB wSwtmfiB  ^ .
Table XXXXXX
Comparisons Between University of Omaha interim Students 
In Term® of National Horn Percentile Equivalents on the 
0*C#1. Test for the Years 191*6 through 1951
dniVersi'ty of 
Omaha Measure 
Being Compared
1 National ¥ora Percentile Equivalents 
19U6 191*7 191*8 191*9 1950 1951
90th percentile 86 85 75 78 81 80
Third quartile 69 66 6? 61* 62 63
Median 1*7 1*3 35 1*2 1*1 38
First quartile 2$ 25 21* 21* 20 16
10th percentile 13 11 12 11 9 7
Table %
Omaha University Percentile Rank 
Deviations from National Mom Percentile
University of 
Omaha Measure 
Being Compared
1916
Percentile Hank Deviations 
191*7 191*8 191*9 1950 1951
90th percentile -4* -5 -15 -12 ‘ - 9 -10
Third quartile *9 -  8 -11 —13 -12
Median -3 -7 - 5 - 8 - 9 -12
First quartile 0 0 -  1 - 1 — 5 — 9
10th percentile /3 7^1 / 2 / 1 - 1 m* 3
The comparison of Q*C*A* scores of University of Omaha 
Entering Students with the National Moras shorn in Table L in-* 
dicates that the 191*6 group was h percentile ranks below the 
national Mom for the 90 percentile, 6 percentile ranks below 
the 3rd quartile, 3 percentile ranks below the Median, and was
equal to the National Horn for the 1st quartile* This would 
indicate that the Entering Students of 19hk were quit® ecuapa- 
rable to the group on which the test was standardised*
Table LI
Significance of Difference betm m  0*C*A. Means of 1916 Croup
and StibasqusBt Groups .
Cospared Valuaa of
Levels of 
significance 
0.0S
Significance
0.01
l?ii6 - l?!tf 1.87 1.96 2,58
19lj6 - I9h0 ,99 1.96 2.53
2$h6 - 1&9 2.SU 3*96 2.53
isW - 1950 3.73 1.96 2,58
19h6~lS5l 8.22 1,96 2.53
lit© significance of difference between aeuag was calculated 
between the 1916 group and each succeeding year gren$> la 0*C#A* 
Score* Table LI gives the resulting values of wtw along with 
the necessary values of significance at the *05 and *01 level® 
of confidence for Infinite degrees of freedom* Table LI shows 
that the *tw for 19h& - 19h7 group ocwpwdwma was 1*87* The 
"t" value falls Just below the *05 level of significance* This 
would indicate that the Wh$ group la not significantly better 
than the 19l? group in aptitude as HMunxred by thib toot*
A H fl of *99 obtained between the 19W mid 19lS group®* 
This was far below the value of 1*990 racsss&xy for significance 
at the *05 level* A H* score of 2*81* was obtained between the 
1$*6 - 19h9 group* This value is significant at the *01 level* 
lb© 191*6 and 1950- comparison revealed a ,rtw of 3*73 which is
significant at the *01 level* A Mtw of 8*22 was obtained in 
the comparison between the means of the 191*6 ~ 1951 group* The 
mean 0#C#A. score for the 1916 group is thus seen to be signi­
ficant^ higher than that of the 19l9# 1950 and 1951 group 9 in­
dicating a drop in the mean 0*C*A* scores for those years*
7v
M O s  ISX
Caparison® Between hniversitgr of Cteha Shearing Students in  fm m  
of Mwsitgr of %smesota Bsreantlle Equivalents on the Minnesota 
Speed of Reading Test for tbs fears 19to throt
'm m s w w ^ — m m m '~    ■ — —  ..
Qraaha Measure I9h& ISbl 19hB l$h9 1950 T&H
i
S W ijiw s M iii i ip f i i^
90th percentile 77 71 71 71 71 7?
Third quartile IS to 35 35 ho to
Median 28 21 3S 21 21 21
First quartile 7 6 . 6 7 7 7
10th percentile S 5 5 5 5 5
fable tin
Omaha, tMrerstty Percentile Rank
Deflations from Hatlonil lorn Percentile......
1"1     " " ''“ ' I S i f f l e  1 8 3 c
m m . X9h6 19li9 ^  1951
90th percentile -13 -13 -19 ■-09 -19 -13
Third quartile •**0 ■*39 —jto —to **35
Median **22 -29 -35 -29 -29 —29
■First quariil© —16 -18 -3fl —3US —Id -IS
10th percentile am « * *  9 —  9 —■ 9 — • 9 # #  9
In comparing the 19to group with the percentile rank of the 
national nom m  awersge of 17 percentile difference exists# This 
is a substantial difference between the student® who entered in 
19h6 m d those on who® the test mm standardised*
77
Table LTv
Significance of Betsseen Minnesota. Heading Speed
C&gMUVd
"t" Scor®
level* of Significance 
0,05 0.01
392*6 - 191*7 1.39 1.96 2.59
19!;6 *» 191*8 3.2*8 1.96 2,58
191*6 - 191*9 2,80 1.96 2*58
191*6 - 1950 1.96 2.58
191*6 - 1951 .1*3 1.96 2.58
For the remaining years m  tread can be seen, When com** 
paring the I9h® group with the l$i& group the greatest differ** 
mm® between means it obtained* The «t« equals 3*1$ which is 
significant at the 0*01 level# A H* of 2*8 mm obtained in 
the c«paris<m of the 19h& and 19h9* This is significant at 
the 0*01 level* When the 1990 md 1991 groups are compared to 
the 19h6 group no significant difference can be seen*
It m y  be said then that the median reading speed score 
for entering student# at the IMversity of Omaha- is substantially 
lower than that listed in the m rm  for the Minnesota Speed of 
Heading Test# It must be kept in mind that the Minnesota Monas 
are for Sophomore and Juniors*
Table LI
Comparisons Between University of Omaha Entering Students In 
Tea™ of University of Minnesota Percentile Equivalents on the 
Minnesota Reading Examination, Pom A, Part I (Vocabulary) for 
......  the Team 19m Through 1951 .... ..
Omaha Measure 19l*6 19la  19h8 Wh9 195b 1951
Being Compared
SXHh percentile 79 79 75 77 68 70
Third quartile 56 s* 51 56 iiB hB
Median 37 3li 31* 3U 25 28
first <part41c 18 IS .IB 18 38 12
10th percentile 6 0 6 8 6 U
Table 1M
Omaha University Fereentil© Rank 
.Deviations from Rational Harm Percentile
i^verelTy aF" r r T' T ~'r ’ ”
Omaha Measure 15H16 I9 k l I9h& 19h9 1950 1951
90th percentile —11 *•11 -15 -13 -22 -20
Third quartile *•19 —21 —22* *49 -27 -27
Median -13 -18 —16 •46 -25 -22
First quartile - 7 - 7 m  7 **7 — 9 -13
10th percentile: — !* O *» & — )* — 2 — 1* mm 6
In comparing the 1916 group with national norms, it is 
seen that the 1916 group on the average is 10*8 percentile ranks 
below the Rational Horn Median* This difference is not as great 
as the average difference found between the 19**6 group and the 
Minnesota Speed of Heading Harms* However, it must be noted
1hat there is a continuous and substantial drop between 19W> 
and 195&# as much as 12 percentile points below the median of 
the 19lt& group*
Table IAtt!
Significance of Bifferonce Between Minnesota Heading Ex»al«» 
nation (Fart I) Means of 19k6 Grou^ and Subsequent Groups
Compared
Tsars °t" Score
levels of Signtficame 
0,05 0,01
191)6 - 2$h? It. 06 1.96 2.53
3$j£ - 191)8 3.88 1.96 2.58
191)6 - 19h9 U.2l* 1.96 2.58
331i6 - 3950 35.U2 1,96 2.58
19lj6 ■* 1951 17,55 1#96 2.58
In  looking at the table above giving the values of ntw for 
the significance of difference between the means which was cal­
culated between the 19U6 group and each succeeding group it is 
seen that all the values of Mtw exceed 2# $8 which is the value 
necessaxy for significance at the 0*01 level* This indicates 
that tli© 191*6 grotjp is significantly higher In mean reading 
vocabulary than the 19h7 through V )$ l groins* Also, all of the 
groups tested are significantly lower in'mean scores than that 
shorn in the Minnesota Heading %aminaiion* Part I norms*
Tame v m i
Comparisons Between diversity of Omaha Baierimg Students in 
Terns of University of Minnesota Percentile Equivalent* on the
Minnesota .
tSEwreT^Sf
Omaha Measure 
Being Compare
F,ya?rrl iflffltt <y| »
National*
191*6 191*7
A. Fart II >rehensiom)
Percentile ^mvalente 
291*8 191*9 1950 1951
90th perantile ar by ■BY 87 87 87
Third quartile 75 75 67 67 67 6?
Median 1*0 So m ho SO 1*0
First quartile 25 25 18 25 25 25
10th percentile 9 9 9 9 9 9
Table LUC
Omlm Bhivorsity Percentile Rank 
Berlaticms from Rational flow Percentile
1 H % S W l'o f" 'rt,"r" 1"',r’,l',n “’^ T S S ifiS JS 'ilo "' S3S3c W r la i lS iB '
Omha Umurare 191*6 l$h? 19hS 19h9 19$0 1951
90th percentile - 3 - 3 * 3 - 3 — 3 - 3
Third quartile 0 0 — a m a - 8
%&ian **10 0 -20 —10 0 —10
First quartile 0 0 - 7 0 0 0
10th percentile — 1 * 1 - 1 — i — 2 - 1
In comparing percentile scores of the entering students at 
the diversity of Omaha nith the norms established for the 
Minnesota Heading examination part II (Comprehension) it is seen 
that there is very little variation inf
1* The standing of Omaha University Students as com­
pared with the established nomi (Table LVIII)#
2* The means of 19L6 and subsequent groups# (Tabic 
LI)#
There is an average percentile difference of only 2*5 
points between the 19h6 group and the Minnesota nom median.# 
Tills difference is maintained by all- the succeeding years*.
Table M
Significance of Difference Between Minnesota Heading I&earai- 
natlon (Part II) Means, of Igltd Group and Subsequent Groups
Compared
Tenrc "V Score
Levels of Significance
0*05 o*oi
191*6 - 191*7 1.60 1.96 2.58
191*6 - 191*8 .91* 1.96 2.58
191*6 - 191*9 .35 1.96 2.58
191*6 - 1950 .1*0 1.96 2.58
191*6 - 1951 .65 1.96 2.58
The values of wtw given in. Table LI indicate that none 
reach the 0.05 level of significance. Therefore, it may be 
said that there is no significant change in aptitude level bet­
ween the 19h6 group and the succeeding groups#
COHCLUSIOM
On the basis of evidence presented in this study, the 
following conclusion appear justified!
1. Aptitude for college work, as indicated by O.C.A. 
test scores, was below the national median for entering students 
at the University of Omaha in 19^ 6 and has dropped farther below 
the national average since that time# Table L shows that in the 
years, 191*8 through 1951, the discrepancy was in excess of ten 
percentile points.
2* The Reading Speed of Entering Students at the Uni­
versity of Omaha, as shorn by the Minnesota Speed of loading 
test scores, was below the median established for Sophomores 
and Juniors at the University of Minnesota# This low level 
persisted during the years studied*
3* On the Minnesota Reading Examination, Fart I, 
(Vocabulary) the entering students at the University of Omaha
showed a standing below the Minnesota noras, and have continued
.  *
to drop in this standing over the 6 year® studied#
li# In Reading' Comprehension, Part II, of the Minnesota 
Reading Examination, the entering students have maintained a 
level close to the average of Minnesota freshmen on whom the 
test was standardised# There has been a significant^  relation­
ship maintained through the year®# This is the only part of 
the entire study in which the entering students have reached the 
standards set by the norm group, and where these standards were 
maintained throughout the years studied by this research.
O T & s s n o M s  ic e  mmm s tueqt
|\irth©r studies could be made along the following lines $
a# Distinction made between the veteran and noa-veteraaa 
populstlon:#
b« Separation of those students who have tKraitomd end 
those who are entering as fresb&an#
o# fb continue the present study to see tf the present 
tread is
Cl# 10 808 aX wm8 tS®®®!© X0lltl£t £11 wllS ^ flSpyWBPSA^JjT 0X MfflEHlB-
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ftm statistical procedures employed in this study may be
found in O&rreit1® "Statistics in Psychology and Education*1*
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cam m m )
1* Bureau of Education IfemxmentSf Es^aria State Teachers 
College, £tag>oriaf Kansas*
2m Bureau of Educational issearch, Collage of Education, 
Diversity of Illinois, Urbaaa, Illinois*
3* Bv m m  of Educational Research, Ohio State University, 
Columbus, Ohio*
li* Bureau of Educational leseareb, University of Oklahoma, 
loimn* Oklahoma*
5* Bureau of Educational Eos ©arch and Service, State Halves 
©ity of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa*
6* Bureau of Guidance and Reecrds, University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin*
T* California State Department of Education, library and Courts 
Bdldis^, Sacramento, California*
8* University of Mmaesota, College of Education, Minneapolis 
tk 9 Minnesota*
Below Is a copy of the letter sent to the research bureaus 
listed on the preceding pegs*
A research program Is presently being conducted at the 
University of Omaha regarding the aptitude of entering 
students at the University. The object of this research 
is to ascertain the changes, if any, in college aptitude, 
of the students who have entered the Fan Semesters 
during the years VM > I9h7, 19hB, 191*9, 1950 and 193.
The bases for confmrison are the test result® of the foils** 
lag emsinations which were given to all entering students*
1* Ohio Stats- University Psychological Test 
(Form 21)*
2* The U inm m ta Reading Exra&aation for College 
Students (Tom A* lists 1 it t ) (Vocabulaxy It
Cotsprehmsion) *
3* Igtaneeote Speed of Heading Teat for College 
Student® (form A).
A search of educational and psychological literature publish­
ed between 1935 and 1952 revealed little interest concerning 
this problem.
Any information regarding similar studies which you have con­
ducted or have knowledge of would be greatly appreciated*
lours truly,
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
H oward L. Bbvw, President
COLUMBUS IO
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION Department op PnrcaouKr July 29, 1953
Dr. R. W. Schuett 
21*29 Pinkney Street 
Omaha, Nebraska
Dear Dr. Schuetts
I have your letter of July 22. You are quite right when you 
say that there is little if anything in the literature regarding 
the changing talent entering college over the years. I can't refer 
you to a single printed study.
Some years ago, during depression days, Dr. Wells Reeder, Jr. 
Dean of Commerce, Ohio State University, kept the distribution for 
freshmen entering his college for some several years. The "reliable" 
part of his evidence (see below) indicated that the talent had a 
slow upward trend of better and better students entering the college.
The big fly in the ointment in such studies is that different 
forms of the same test probably are not comparable. One may assvftne 
that if the same form is used for two or three years in succession 
the results are comparable. Dr. *<eeder had that circumstance repeatei 
for several forns over the years.
We are working on a new Fonn 25 of the O.S.U, test. We hope to
incorporate in it several "little tests," the, say. twelve most 
valid items from Form 19 (which in combination— i.e. statistically 
chosen for being the best 12 items which as a test unit have a 
validity almost as high as the entire test) the twelve "most valid" 
(flm|larly chosen) from Form 23 and so on. However, it now is fairlv 
clear that we can't get this published until next year. It is ob­
vious that by such means we can render different forms comparable 
since the subjects have at the same sitting taken both of two ( or 
more) forms at the same sitting. We can compute the ogive and note
comparability, or its lack in the forms and make correction for lack
of comparability if it exists.
Very sincerely yours,
Herbert A. Toops
U n iv e r s it y  o f  I l l in o is
Student Counseling Bureau 
URBANA
August 1**, 1953
Mr. R.W. Schuett 
2429 Pinkney Street 
Omaha, Nebraska
Dear Mr.Schuett:
A copy of your inquiry of July 22 to the Bureau of Educational 
Research, together with a copy of Dr. Hastings' reply, have been brou^ it 
to my attention. I regret that we have no published or unpublished studies 
which bear directly on this question. Of the three tests listed, we have 
used only one; several years ago we gave the Ohio Psychological Examination, 
Form 21, to all Liberal Arts Freshmen. Our Interest was in comparing its 
distribution with that of the American Council on Education Psychological Exam 
(which we administer each year to all freshmen), and we never again used 
the Ohio test.
Last year, because of the drop in veteran enrollment, I looked 
over all of our test distributions to determine roughly whether the class 
composition was changing test-wise, and found no evidence of enou^ i 
change to justify more detailed study. This was too casual a study to be 
called "research", but it suggests that you will not find many differences 
large enough for statistical significance.
While we cannot help you with a report of pre-digested findings, 
possibly we can make some lesser contribution. All of our freshman classes 
for the years you are studying (1946-51), and before, have been tested with 
Cooperative Proficiency tests in Mathematics, Natural Science and Social 
Science, and with the A.C.E. Psychological Examination. The 1951 &ud 1952 
classes have taken the Cooperative Reading Conprehension Test (C-2).
All of these scores are punched into IBM cards. Any use of these cards 
which would not entail expense to our strained budget would be authorized, 
if you wish to add such data.
If there is any way we can help you, please call upon us.
Yours very truly,
earnes F. Kamman 
Clinical Counselor 
and Psychometrist
JFK;mr
U n iy e e s it y  o f  M in n e s o t a
College of Education 
\  M i n n e a p o l i s  14
August lli, 1953
Mr. R. W. Schuett 
21*29 Pinkney Street 
Omaha, Nebraska
Bear Mr. Schuett:
Your letter concerning studies that ire may have 
conducted dealing with changes in college aptitude of the 
student body between 191*6 and 1951 has J>een referred to me.
Although we have studied normative data for some 
of these classes and in that way have some descriptive in­
formation that might be helpful to the counselors working 
with these students, we have not undertaken any thorough 
study of the problem that you propose.
The information that we do have would seem to 
indicate that our selective procedures in the College of 
Education result in maintaining the student body of about 
the same level of ability from year to year.
Sincerely yours,
William H. Edson 
Associate Professor and 
Director of Student Personnel
WHEsagl
